-projective neighbourhood of K + (a), also, by [l] ,we can embed it equivariantly in some p n "'' with a linear action on it. Hence,it is sufficient to prove the theorem in the case of X = P n~1 .
Let K + act algebraically on p n~1 by an algebraic morphism <p i.e. <p : K + x p n_1 -».
Then there exists a nilpotent matrix A such that <p(t,x) = e At x for any t e K + and x e P "* , [2] . We may assume that the matrix A is in its Jordan form and dimension of blocks of A decreases and the highest dimension of blocks is m and number of the biggest' blocks is kj [2] . Let a = [a1,...,afi] eP n~1 . We will show that K + (a) is a smooth curve. We consider two cases:
1. There exists i, 1 $ i $kjsuch that ^(^-1+1) ^ 0 i • 8 • there exists a non zero coordinate which lies on the last place in one of the biggest blocks.
For any i, 1 ^ i
there is 3,^-1+1) = 0. In the first case we may assume that am 4 0 (in the opposite case we change the base on ). The second case can be
reduced to the first one, since the set { a e P n~1 :a",/,, ,..) = 0 , , i m(K-I+1 for any i, 1 ^i i k} is K -invariant and isomorphic to the projective space P n~k~1 . If the point a in the space p n " lc~'1 is not of the form as in the point 1, we continue the same method. At the end we find the projective space P"' in which the point a is of the form as in the case 1 and P'' is embedded in P as a IT-invariant subspace. So to complete the proof it remains to prove that if am 4 0, then K + (a) is smooth. We shall assume am = 1.
Let xeK + (a), then there exists such t e K + that x1 =f(t), x2 = f'(t) xm = f (m~1) (t), where f(t) = t m_1 + b^t® -2 + ai+1(m-1J! + ...+b1t + bQ and bj^ = -^-j-j for i = 0,1,...,m-1.
By the smoothness of the orbit K + (a), it is sufficient to prove that the point lim ta (which lies in the closure t "*oo of the orbit K + (a)) is nonsingular in K + (a).
Since am 4 0, the point lim ta has the first coordinate t * oo not equal to zero.
We will consider the equations of K^a) in some neighbourhood of the point lim ta. Let U = {xeP n " 1 : x1 £ 0}. t • oo Then lim taeUnK + (a). The set UnK^a) contains almost all t •<» points of .K^a); it does not contain only these points for which f(t) = 0. So Un is a neighbourhood of the point lim ta in K+ia). t •oo -
. Putting u = t , we get lim ta = lim i-. It is easy to check that the inverse is also regular. Hence, it is an isomorphism of U 1 nlf^a) with an .open subset in K, so K + (a) is a smooth curve. 
WARSAW TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

